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							Modern fireplaces solution

						
				Our mission is to give you modern fireplaces that are safe, convenient and easy to arrange in any space. Over the years we have developed innovative BEV technology that allowed us to fully automate the entire burning process in our flagship ethanol fireplaces. These appliances represent an ultimate real fire solution for every interior. 


			


					

				
							Automatic Fire
						
				Planika’s offer covers advanced bioethanol, gas and electric technologies for both indoor and outdoor spaces. Our solutions are based on automatic features ensuring comfort of use, maximum safety and of course… the most natural golden flames. Explore our offer and choose your perfect modern fireplace.


			


					

				
							people are our greatest asset
						
				We believe that people are our most important resource. We also believe that supporting their universal rights, dignity and personal development will create additional space for creativity and pro-ecological initiatives. We want to take steps towards protecting our planet and we are always willing to implement ideas along these lines.


			


					

				
							Create Mood and Atmospehere
						
				When the evening comes, the small things can turn into strong accents. In the dark, modern fireplaces will create vibrant lighting and a cosy atmosphere. Planika fireplaces are nearly maintenance-free, allowing you to fully enjoy the time of relaxation.
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						ARCTICON
					

					
										
						Fireplace controlled like a TV 
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						FLA4 / FLA4+
					

					
										
						THE MOST ADVANCED LONG FIREPLACE
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						CHANTICO GLASSFIRE
					

					
										
						INDOOR & OUTDOOR  MODERN FIREPLACE
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						GALIO STAR CORTEN
					

					
										
						STAR-SHAPED FIREPLACE FOR DISTINCTIVE OUTDOOR SPACES
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						GAS PATIO HEATER
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						SQUARE TABLE
					

					
										
						MODERN FIRE DECORATION FOR YOUR GARDEN
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            WE ARE ECO
        

        
            The problem of air pollution is particularly important to us. BEV technology developed by Planika presents the only eco friendly fireplaces on the market. Our ethanol fireplaces are fueled with renewable energy source – bioethanol made from crops – and do not emit access CO, smoke, soot, ash or any hazardous gasses . The burning process is neutral and complies with the net zero policy. BEV technology ensures that only ethanol vapour is being burned which makes the whole process more efficient. With Planika’s ethanol fireplaces there is no need for chimney, flue or any hard connections resulting in low installation costs. Planika’s solutions are compatible with buildings with heat recovery ventilation (HRV).
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    The latest project from our official distributor 
 Jongson Ltd. from Taiwan
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				HOW PLANIKA WAS INVENTED?
			

			
				We are open-minded and draw inspiration from around the world. The busy world of today is full of creative impulses that foster architects and interior designers and inspire them to express themselves through fire design.

Surprising enough it all started with a simple bonfire in the heart of the Australian continent, under the red Ayers Rock.  Want to know the whole story?
READ THE STORY
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					Fire is sensual but a delicate thing, just like music. It would be a shame to lock and lose it. I have never thought of fire as an architectural element, but as a piece of furniture in a contemporary interior – with all freedom it gives.
				

				
					Christophe Pillet
				

				
					Architect, Designer of Jar Commerce
				

			

						
				
					Planika is at the forefront of the companies that take care and carefully design its products. Planika became a brand by creating the own and unique design.
				

				
					Dorota Koziara
				

				
					Designer
				

			

						
				
					My principle is to always conceptualize new functions for well-known objects and habits: re-designing an object that has been designed a thousand times is always interesting if there is a new function added or a new industrial process, etc. I like simplicity and I see it as guarantee of lasting design.
				

				
					Serge Atallah
				

				
					Designer of Bubble Commerce
				

			

						
				
					Portable bio fireplaces are easy to move in the case of rearrangement. Their simplicity is very useful in the modern houses. In my opinion, they have a great future.
				

				
					Hans Murman
				

				
					Architect, Murman Architekter
				

			

						
				
					Planika’s fireplace was something new for my investor and he was willing to take advantage of such opportunity.
				

				
					Aleksandra Bobrowicz-Nadolny
				

				
					Interior Designer, Dot.projekt
				

			

						
				
					Planika fireplace does not emit any carbon monoxide. Even though it demands no chimney, it is still the focal point of the room. It gives that pure feel of the real fire.
				

				
					Tom Cornwell
				

				
					Owner of the Villa Escarpa, Portugal, The Oakridge Partnership Ltd
				

			

						
				
					It is in fact a very original fire solution since it is hard to find an apartment where natural flame fireplace is used. It was impossible according to safety requirements. That is why modern bio fireplaces are a very good alternative.
				

				
					Elena Miroshkina
				

				
					Architect, Geometrix Design
				

			

						
				
					Nothing comapres to Planika and sophistication that comes with it.
				

				
					Patrick Helou
				

				
					Architect, PH Architects
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